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Abstract 

In this paper, we introduce the concept of a topoline set indexer which 
induces a topology on the edge set of a graph. Unlike topological set 
indexers, not all graphs have topoline set indexers and this caused the 
origin of topoline graphs. Every topoline graph admits a topoline 
number which in turn produces topoline set graceful graphs. It is 
derived that all set-graceful graphs are topoline and topoline set 
graceful stars are topogenic. We have also identified many families of 
topoline as well as topoline set graceful graphs. 
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1. Introduction 

Labeling of graphs is an active area of research that gained a wider 
interest because of its practical applications. After the awakening paper of 
Rosa [18] in 1967, many have come up with different types of labeling for 
discrete structures. Following this, in 1986, Acharya [1] introduced set-
valuation of graphs in which the vertices and edges of a graph are labeled 
using the subsets of a given set. In connection with this, he introduced the 
notions of set-indexing number and topological number of a graph. Further, a 
graph for which these two numbers are equal is termed topologically set 
graceful or t-set graceful. 

This attracted many and a lot of significant results on set-indexers and 
topological numbers of various graphs were obtained through different 
papers [3, 4, 12, 13, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23] and [24]. In [26], we have identified 
certain families of graphs for which every spanning subgraph is topologically 
set graceful and this led to the notion of strongly t-set graceful graphs. 

In this paper, we introduce the concept of a topoline set indexer 
analogous to that of a topological set indexer. While the latter defines a 
topology on the vertex set of the graph, the former induces a topology on the 
edge set. Unlike topological set indexers, not all graphs have topoline set 
indexers and this caused the origin of topoline graphs. It is noted that set-
graceful graphs form a proper subfamily of topoline graphs. However, it is 
conjectured that a complete graph is topoline if and only if it is set-graceful. 
We have also identified many families of topoline graphs including trees, 
fans, etc. 

Further, the graphs with same set-indexing number and topoline number 
are defined to be topoline set graceful. Even though the notions of 
topologically set graceful and topoline set graceful are independent in 
general, they coincide in the case of a star graph. Also, it is derived that all 
topoline set graceful stars are topogenic. Finally, several families of topoline 
set graceful graphs have been obtained. 
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2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we include certain definitions and known results needed 
for the subsequent development of the study. Throughout this paper, m and n 
stand for natural numbers without restrictions unless otherwise mentioned. 

For a nonempty set X, the set of all subsets of X is denoted by .2X  We 
always denote a graph under consideration by G and its vertex and edge sets 
by V and E, respectively, and G′  being a subgraph of a graph G is denoted 
by .GG ⊆′  When G′  is a proper subgraph of G we denote it by .GG ⊂′  
Graphs considered in this paper are assumed to be nonempty unless 
otherwise mentioned. By the term graph we mean a simple graph and the 
basic notations and definitions of graph theory are assumed to be familiar to 
the readers. 

Definition 2.1 [1]. Let ( )EVG ,=  be a given graph and X be a 

nonempty set. Then a mapping XVf 2: →  or XEf 2: →  or EVf ∪:  

X2→  is, respectively, called a set-assignment or set-valuation of the 
vertices or edges or both. 

Definition 2.2 [1]. Let G be a given graph and X be a nonempty set. 

Then a set-valuation XEVf 2: →∪  is said to be a set-indexer of G if 

(1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⊕⊕= ;, vfufvuf  is the symmetric difference and 

(2) the restrictive maps Vf |  and Ef |  are both injective. 

In this case, X is called an indexing set of G. Clearly, a graph can have many 
indexing sets and the minimum of the cardinalities of the indexing sets is said 
to be the set-indexing number of G, denoted by ( ).Gγ  The set-indexing 

number of the trivial graph 1K  is defined to be zero. 

Theorem 2.3 [1]. Every graph has a set-indexer. 

Theorem 2.4 [1]. If X is an indexing set of ( )., EVG =  Then 
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 (i) 12 −≤ XE  and 

(ii) ( )⎡ ⎤ ( ) ,11log2 −≤γ≤+ VGE  where ⎡ ⎤  is the ceiling function. 

Theorem 2.5 [1]. If G′  is subgraph of G, then ( ) ( ).GG γ≤′γ  

Theorem 2.6 [26]. For any graph G, ( )⎡ ⎤ ( ).log2 GV γ≤  

Theorem 2.7 [24]. ( ) .122;1 1 −≤≤+=γ +nn
m mnP  

Theorem 2.8 [1]. Let G be any graph and ( )GXΘ  denote the set of all 

optimal set-indexers f of G with respect to a set X such that ( ) ∅=uf  for 

some ( ).GVu ∈  Then ( )GXΘ  is nonempty. 

Definition 2.9 [1]. A graph G is said to be set-graceful if ( ) =γ G  

( )1log2 +E  and the corresponding optimal set-indexer is called a set-

graceful labeling of G. 

Theorem 2.10 [15]. Every cycle 2;12 ≥
−

nC n  is set-graceful. 

Theorem 2.11 [1]. For any integer ,2≥n  the path nP2  with n2  

vertices is not set-graceful. 

Definition 2.12 [1]. A set-indexer f of a graph G with indexing set X is 
said to be a topological set indexer (t-set indexer) if ( )Vf  is a topology on X 

and X is called the topological indexing set (t-indexing set) of G. The 
minimum number among the cardinalities of such topological indexing sets is 
said to be the topological number (t-number) of G and is denoted by ( )Gτ  

and the corresponding t-set indexer is optimal. 

Theorem 2.13 [1]. Every graph with at least two vertices has a t-set 
indexer. 

Theorem 2.14 [1]. Let G be any graph with at least two vertices. Then 
( ) ( ).GG τ≤γ  
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Theorem 2.15 [23]. If G′  is a spanning subgraph of G, then 
( ) ( ).GG τ≤′τ  

Theorem 2.16 [23]. If G be a graph of order m; <<− mn 22.3  

( ),32 ≥nn  then ( ) .1+≥τ nG  

Definition 2.17 [1]. A graph G is said to be topologically set graceful or 
t-set graceful if ( ) ( ),GG τ=γ  where ( )Gγ  and ( )Gτ  are the set-indexing 

number and t-number of G. 

Theorem 2.18 [26]. nK  is t-set graceful if and only if .52 ≤≤ n  

Definition 2.19 [19]. The join 11 −∨ nPK  of 1K  and 1−nP  is called a fan 

graph and is denoted by .nF  

Definition 2.20 [12]. A set-indexer f of G with indexing set X is said to 
be topogenic if the family ( ) ( )EfVf ∪  is a topology on X, where ( ) =Vf  

( ){ }Vvvf ∈;  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }.,; EvuvfufEf ∈⊕=  

Theorem 2.21 [25]. ( ) ,122,1 ≥++ mnnT  where ( )knT ,  is the 

number of topologies on n points having k open sets and .10 −≤≤ nm  

Theorem 2.22 [7]. For ,3≥n  there is no topology on n points having k 

open sets; .22.3 2 nn k <<−  

Theorem 2.23 [17]. ( ) 011,4 =T  and ( ) .111,5 ≥T  

Definition 2.24 [16]. Embedding is a mapping ζ of the vertices of G into 
the set of vertices of a graph H such that the subgraph induced by the set 
( ) ( ){ }GVuu ∈ζ :  is isomorphic to G; for all practical purposes, we shall 

assume then that G is indeed a subgraph of H. 

Theorem 2.25 [16]. If a ( )qp, -graph G is set-graceful, then =q  

12 −m  for some positive integer m. 
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Definition 2.26 [27]. The double star graph ( )nmST ,  is the graph 

formed by two stars mK ,1  and nK ,1  by joining their centers by an edge. 

Theorem 2.27 [3]. Any graph G can be embedded as an induced 
subgraph of a connected set-graceful graph. 

Theorem 2.28 [22]. ( ) 1,1 +=γ nK m  if and only if .22 1+<≤ nn m  

3. Topoline Graphs 

In this section, we introduce the concept of a topoline set indexer by 
requiring that the edge labels together with the empty set form a topology on 
the indexing set. The minimum of the cardinalities of such topoline indexing 
sets is called the topoline number of the graph. In contrast with topological 
set indexers, not all graphs have topoline set indexers and this caused the 
origin of topoline graphs. It is noted that all set-graceful graphs are topoline, 
but the converse is not true. However, it is conjectured that, converse holds 
in the case of complete graphs. Further, we identify many families of 
topoline graphs. 

Definition 3.1. A set-indexer XEVf 2: →∪  of a nonempty graph G 

is said to be a topoline set indexer if ( ) ∅∪Ef  is a topology on X and X is 

called the topoline indexing set of G. The minimum among the cardinalities 
of such topoline indexing sets is called the topoline number of G and is 
denoted by ( ).Geτ  A nonempty graph G is said to be topoline if it has a 

topoline set indexer. 

Theorem 3.2. ( ) ( ).GG eτ≤γ  

Proof. Since every topoline set indexer is also a set-indexer, the result 
follows. ~ 

The following are two easy consequences from Theorems 2.4 and 2.6. 

Corollary 3.3. ⎡ ⎤ ( ).log2 GV eτ≤  
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Corollary 3.4. ( )⎡ ⎤ ( ).1log2 GE eτ≤+  

Remark 3.5. By Theorem 2.10, 7C  is set-graceful and let f be a set-

graceful labeling of .7C  Then ( ) ∅∪Ef  is the discrete topology on a set X 

with .3=X  Thus, the set-graceful labeling on 7C  is a topoline set indexer 

and hence ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ( )722 37loglog CV eτ===  so that equality holds in 

Corollary 3.3. But by assigning { } { } { } { }dcba ,,,,∅  and { }dcbaX ,,,=  to 

the vertices of the complete graph 6K  we get a topoline set indexer of 6K  

and by Theorems 2.4 and 3.2 it follows that ( ) .46 =τ Ke  Clearly, ⎡ ⎤V2log  

⎡ ⎤ ( )62 36log Keτ<==  so that strict inequality holds in Corollary 3.3. 

Remark 3.6. By Theorem 2.11 we have ( )43214 ,,, uuuuP =  is not set-

graceful and hence ( ) ( ) .344 ≥γ≥τ PPe  Now, by assigning the subsets ,∅  

{ } { }ba ,  and { }ca,  of the set { }cbaX ,,=  to the vertices 4321 ,,, uuuu  in 

that order, we get a topoline set indexer of .4P  Clearly, ( )⎡ ⎤ =+ 1log2 E  

⎡ ⎤ ( ) 324log 42 =τ<= Pe  so that strict inequality holds in Corollary 3.4. 

Now by assigning the subsets { } { }baa ,,,∅  and { }c  of { }cbaX ,,=  to the 

vertices 4321 ,,, vvvv  of ( ){ }214 ,\ vvK  we get a topoline set indexer. Clearly, 

( )⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ( )( )21422 ,\36log1log vvKE eτ===+  so that equality holds in 

Corollary 3.4. 

Remark 3.7. By Theorem 2.15 we know that, if G′  is a spanning 
subgraph of G, then ( ) ( ).GG τ≤′τ  But this is not true in the case of a 

topoline set indexer. For example, it can be easily verified that ( ) 37,1 =τ Ke  

while ( ) 4\7,1 =τ eKe  by Theorem 2.22. 

Theorem 3.8. Any set-graceful labeling is a topoline set indexer. 
Moreover, ( ) ( )GG eτ=γ  for a set-graceful graph G. 

Proof. Let f be a set-graceful labeling of a graph G with indexing set          

X. Then ( ) ( ) XEG =+=γ 1log2  so that .12 −= XE  Therefore, 
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( ) XEf 2=∅∪  so that f is a topoline set indexer of G. This implies that 

( ) ( ).GGe γ≤τ  Now by Theorem 3.2, we have ( ) ( ).GG eτ=γ  ~ 

Remark 3.9. The converse of Theorem 3.8 is not true. Consider the path 
( )....,, 515 vvP =  By Corollary 3.3, we have ( ) .35 ≥τ Pe  Now by assigning 

the subsets { } { } { }cbaa ,,,, ∅  and { }cb,  of { }cbaX ,,=  to the vertices 

51 ...,, vv  in that order, we get a topoline set indexer of .5P  Then by 

Theorems 2.6 and 3.2, we have ( ) ( ),55 PP eτ=γ  but 5P  is not set-graceful. 

However, if ( ) ( ),1log2 +=τ EGe  then G is set-graceful. 

Theorem 3.10. Let f be a set-indexer of a graph G with indexing set X. 
Then the function g defined by ( ) ( )vfXvg \=  for all Vv ∈  is also a set-

indexer of G with indexing set X. Moreover ( ) ( ).EgEf =  

Proof. Since f is a set-indexer, ( ) ( )vfXvg \=  for all Vv ∈  are distinct. 

Clearly, 

( ) ( ){ } ( ){ }vfXufXvug \\, ⊕=  

( )( ) ( )( ){ } ( )( ) ( )( )}{ vfXufXvfXufX \\\\\ ∩∪=  

( ) ( )( ){ } ( ) ( )( ){ }vfufXvfufX ∪∩ \\\=  

( ) ( ) ( )., vufvfuf =⊕=  ~ 

Definition 3.11. Let f be a set-indexer of a graph G with indexing set X. 
Then the set-indexer g defined by ( ) ( )vfXvg \=  for all Vv∈  is called the 

dual set-indexer of f and is denoted by .df  

In light of Theorem 3.10, it follows that df  is a t-set indexer if and only 

if f is a t-set indexer and df  is a topoline set indexer if and only if f is so. 

Corollary 3.12. Let G be any graph and ( )GXΘ′  denote the set of all 

optimal set-indexers f of G with respect to a set X such that ( ) Xuf =  for 

some .Vu ∈  Then ( )GXΘ′  is nonempty. 
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Proof. Let ( )GXΘ  denote the set of all optimal set-indexers f of G with 

respect to a set X such that ( ) ∅=uf  for some .Vu ∈  Then by Theorem 

2.8, we have ( ) ∅≠Θ GX  and let ( ),Gg XΘ∈  then the dual set-indexer 
dg  of g belongs to ( )GXΘ′  so that ( ) .∅≠Θ′ GX  ~ 

In contrast with t-set indexers, not all graphs have topoline set indexers. 

Theorem 3.13. 4K  is not topoline. 

Proof. If possible, let f be a topoline set indexer of 4K  with topoline 

indexing set X. Let 321 ,, AAA  and 4A  be the vertex labels of 4K  under f. 

Since ( ) ∅∪Ef  is a topology say τ on X, one of the edge labels is X. 

Without loss of generality we may assume that XAA =⊕ 21  so that 

.21 ∅=AA ∩  Now the remaining edge labels are ,31 AA ⊕  ,41 AA ⊕  

,32 AA ⊕  42 AA ⊕  and 43 AA ⊕  and by the definition of topology, we 

have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,33213231 τ∈=⊕=⊕⊕ AAAAAAAA ∩∩  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,44214241 τ∈=⊕=⊕⊕ AAAAAAAA ∩∩  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,\ 33213231 τ∈=⊕=⊕⊕ AXAAAAAAA ∪∪  

( ) ( ) ( ) .\ 44214241 τ∈=⊕=⊕⊕ AXAAAAAAA ∪∪  

Now we claim that .3 ∅≠A  

For if ,3 ∅=A  then the edge labels of 4K  are 41421 ,,,, AAAAAX ⊕  

and .42 AA ⊕  Since f is an injection on both V and E, we have ∅≠4A  and 

.4 XA ≠  Consequently, one of the edge labels 4121 ,, AAAA ⊕  and 

42 AA ⊕  is .\ 4AX  Now 14\ AAX =  or 242 AAA =⇒  or ,1A  a 

contradiction. 

414\ AAAX ⊕=  or 142 AXAA =⇒⊕  or ,2A  a contradiction. 

So we must have ∅≠3A  and hence the claim.  
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Further, by Theorem 3.10, we must have XA ≠3  also. 

By similar arguments, we get .,4 XA ∅≠  

Thus, we have 4343 \,\,,, AXAXAAX  and ∅ are 6 distinct elements 

of τ. Now the following cases arise. 

Case 1. .43 ∅=AA ∩  Then 43 AA ∪  and ( )43\ AAX ∪  are two distinct 

elements of τ other than the above six elements, which is a contradiction. 

Case 2. .43 ∅≠AA ∩  

Subcase 2.1. If ,43 AA ⊂  then we have ( )43 \ AXA ∪  and ( )34 \ AXA ∩  

are two distinct elements of τ other than the above six elements, which is a 
contradiction. Similarly, the case 34 AA ⊂  is also not possible. 

Subcase 2.2. Let ., 4343 AAAA ≠∪  Then 43 AA ∩  and ( )43\ AAX ∩  

are two distinct elements of τ other than the above six elements, which is a 
contradiction. 

Thus, we arrive at contradictions in all the possibilities. Consequently, 

4K  has no topoline set indexer. ~ 

Theorem 3.14 [15]. The complete graph nK  is set-graceful if and only if 

{ }.6,3,2∈n  

Remark 3.15. Since 32, KK  and 6K  are set-graceful, by Theorem 3.8 

they are topoline. We strongly feel that no other complete graphs are topoline 
and put forward the following: 

Conjecture 3.16. The complete graph 1; >nKn  is topoline only if it is 

set-graceful. 

Theorem 3.17. ( )( ) ⎡ ⎤.log2 212 nKnKe =−τ ∪  

Proof. Consider the graph ( ) ;2 12 KnKG −= ∪  { }nvvV ...,,1=  and 

( )., 212 vvK =  Now we can find a topoline set indexer f of G with topoline 
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indexing set { ⎡ ⎤}nxxX
2log1 ...,,=  as follows: Assign ∅ and X to 1v  and 

.2v  Now assign the 2−n  distinct unassigned subsets of X to the remaining 

vertices of G. Clearly, f is a set-indexer and ( ) ∅∪Ef  is the indiscrete 

topology on X. ~ 

Corollary 3.18. Let G be a topoline graph of order n. Then ( ) ≥τ Ge  

( )( ).2 12 KnKe −τ ∪  

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.17 and Corollary 3.3. 

Theorem 3.19. Every nonempty graph has a topoline embedding. 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.17. ~ 

Remark 3.20. A graph even with a connected topoline embedding need 
not be topoline. For example, consider the graph { };\4 eK  { }41 ...,, vvV =  

and ( )., 21 vve =  Assigning { } { }ac ,,∅  and { }ba,  to the vertices 41 ...,, vv  

in that order, we get a topoline set indexer of { }.\4 eK  But by Theorem 3.13, 

we have 4K  is not topoline. 

Theorem 3.21. Every star is topoline. Moreover ( ) ( ).,1,1 nne KK τ=τ  

Proof. Let ( ) { } 010,1 ;...,,, vvvvKV nn =  be the central vertex. Let f be a 

t-set indexer of nK ,1  with t-indexing set say Y. Let nAAA ...,,, 10  be the 

vertex labels of nK ,1  under f. Without loss of generality we may assume that 

.0 ∅=A  Consider a set-indexer YVg 2: →  by ( ) ;ii Avg =  .0 ni ≤≤  

Clearly then ( ) ( ) ( )VfVgEg ==∅ ∪  so that g is a topoline set indexer. 

Also, this implies that ( ) ( ).,1,1 nne KK τ≤τ  

Further, let nAAA ...,,, 21  be the edge labels of nK ,1  under any topoline 

set indexer. Then by assigning ,∅  nAA ...,,1  to the vertices nvvv ...,,, 10  in 

that order, we get a topoline set indexer of nK ,1  so that ( ) ( ).,1,1 nen KK τ≤τ  

Thus for a star graph, .τ=τe  ~ 
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Theorem 3.22. The complete bipartite graph nmK ,  is topoline. 

Proof. Let ( ) { } ( ) nudvvuuKV inmnm == ;...,,,...,, 11,  and ( ) ,mvd j =  

.1,1 njmi ≤≤≤≤  Let X be a set in which there is a topology with m open 

sets say ....,,1 mAA  Consider the set { }nyyY ...,,1=  which is disjoint from 

X. Now we can define a topoline set indexer f of nmK ,  with topoline 

indexing set YX ∪  as follows: Assign mAA ...,,1  to the vertices ,...,,1 muu  

respectively, and assign { }iyy ...,,1  to the vertex .1; nivi ≤≤  Clearly, the 

edge labels of nmK ,  together with φ will form a topology on .YX ∪  ~ 

Theorem 3.23. ( ) .0;1,22 mnpmK pe nm ≤≤++≤τ
+

 

Proof. Let ( ) { };...,,,...,, 1221,22 pp vvuuKV nmnm ++
=  ( ) pud i =  and 

( ) .1,221,22 pjivd nmnm
j ≤≤+≤≤+=  Now we can define a topoline 

set indexer f of pnmK ,22 +
 with topoline indexing set ;YX ∪  =X  

{ }11 ...,, +mxx  and { }pyyY ...,,1=  as follows: Assign the nm 22 +  distinct 

open sets of X to the vertices nmuu 221 ...,,
+

 and assign { } { } ...,,,, 211 yyy  

{ }pyy ...,,1  to the vertices pvv ...,,1  in that order. Clearly, the edge labels 

will form a topology on YX ∪  and the result follows. ~ 

Theorem 3.24. All paths are topoline. 

Proof. Assigning the subsets { } { } { } { },,,,,,, 423121 xxxxxx∅  

{ } ...,,, 531 xxx  of the set { }11 ...,, −= nxxX  to the vertices of the path 

( )nn vvP ...,,1=  in that order, we get a topoline set indexer of .nP  ~ 

Theorem 3.25. All trees are topoline. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the order n of trees. 

Clearly, by Theorem 3.24, 2K  and 3P  are topoline and hence the result 

is true for 2=n  and 3. 
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Suppose that any tree of order m is topoline. 

Let T be a tree of order 1+m  and u be a pendant vertex of T. By 
assumption { }uT \  is topoline, let f be a topoline set indexer of { }uT \  with 

{ }kxxX ...,,1=  as the topoline indexing set. Now we can define a topoline 

set indexer say g of T with topoline indexing set { }1+= kxXY ∪  as follows: 

( ) ( )vfvg =  for all ( )uTVv \∈  and ( ) ( ) ( ).,\ uNwwfYug ∈=  Thus T, the 

tree of order 1+m  is topoline and hence the result is true for 1+= mn  
also. ~ 

Theorem 3.26. Nonempty forests are topoline. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the order n of the forest. 

Clearly, 12 KK ∪  and 3P  are topoline, follows from Theorems 3.17 and 

3.24 and hence the result is true for .3=n  

Assume that all forests of order m are topoline. 

Let G be a forest of order say 1+m  and let u be a pendant vertex of G. 
Then { }uG\  is a forest of order m and by assumption let f be a topoline set 

indexer of { }uG\  with topoline indexing set say { }....,,1 kxxX =  Now 

assigning ( ) ( )vfvg =  for all ( )GVv ∈  and ( ) ( ) ( ),;\ uNwwfYug ∈=  we 

get a topoline set indexer say g of G with topoline indexing set =Y  

{ }.1+kxX ∪  Hence the result is true for 1+= mn  also. 

Corollary 3.27. Every spanning subgraph of a tree is topoline. 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.26. ~ 

Theorem 3.28. All fans are topoline. 

Proof. Let { };1 uPF nn ∨= −  ( )....,, 111 −− = nn vvP  Now assign the 

subsets { } { } { } { } { } ...,,,,,,,,,, 531423121 xxxxxxxxx∅  of the set =X  

{ }11 ...,, −nxx  to the vertices 11 ...,,, −nvvu  in that order. Clearly, 
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( )
{ }

{ }
.2;

evenis1if,...,,,

,oddis1if,...,,,

1342

1331
1 ≥

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

−

−
=

−−

−−
− n

nxxxx

nxxxx
vf

nn

nn
n  

Thus, we get a topoline set indexer of nF  with X as the topoline indexing set.  

 ~ 

Theorem 3.29. The complete tripartite graph nmK ,,1  is topoline. 

Proof. Let ( ) { } ( ) ,;...,,,...,,, 11,,1 nmudwwvvuKV nmnm +==  ( )ivd  

( ) mimwdn j ≤≤+=+= 1,1,1  and .1 nj ≤≤  Now assign ∅ to u. Let X 

be a nonempty set in which there is a topology say 1τ  on X with 1+m  open 

sets say ....,, 11 +mAA  Similarly, let Y be a nonempty set disjoint from X such 

that there is a topology say 2τ  on Y with 1+n  open sets say ....,, 11 +nBB  

Without loss of generality we may assume that .11 ∅== ++ nm BA  Now 

define a topoline set indexer f of nmK .,1  with topoline indexing set YX ∪  

as follows: ( ) ( ) miAvfuf ii ≤≤=∅= 1;,  and ( ) .1; njBwf jj ≤≤=  ~ 

Theorem 3.30. Every graph can be embedded into a connected topoline 
graph as an induced subgraph. 

Proof. Let { }nvv ...,,1  be the vertex set of the given graph G. Now take a 

new vertex say u and join it with all the vertices of G. Consider the set =X  

{ }....,,1 nxx  Let ( ) .12 −+−= nEm n  Take m new vertices muu ...,,1  

and join them with u. A topoline set indexer of the resulting graph G′  can be 
defined as follows: Assign ∅ to u, { }ix  to ;iv  .1 ni ≤≤  Let =S  

( ){ } { }{ }.1; nixEeef i ≤≤∈ ∪  Note that .nES +=  Now by assigning 

the m elements of ( )∅∪SX \2  to the vertices muu ...,,1  in any order, we 

get a topoline set indexer of G′  with X as the topoline indexing set. ~ 

Lemma 3.31. Let f be a topoline set indexer of a graph G with topoline 

indexing set X. If ( )Vf  is a topology on X with ( ) ( ),VfEf ⊂  then c
nKG ∨  

is topoline for each positive integer m. 
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Proof. We can find a topoline set indexer say g of ( ) =∨ c
n

c
n KVKG ;  

{ }nvv ...,,1  with topoline indexing set { }nxxXY ...,,1∪=  as follows: 

( ) ( )ufug =  for all ( )GVu ∈  and ( ) { } .1;...,,1 nixxvg ii ≤≤=  ~ 

Theorem 3.32. Let G be a set graceful tree. Then c
nKG ∨  is topoline. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.25, we have ( ) 12 −= mGE  for some positive 

integer m. Since G is a tree, ( ) .2mGV =  Let f be a set-graceful labeling of 

G with indexing set X of cardinality m. By the definition of set-graceful 
labeling, ( ) ( )( ) .1log2 XmGEG ==+=γ  Then we must have ( ) =Vf  

( ) XEf 2=∅∪  so that by Lemma 3.31, c
nKG ∨  is topoline. ~ 

Remark 3.33. Let f be a topoline set indexer of 3K  such that ( )Vf  is 

also a topology on the topoline indexing set say X. Then f is given by 
( ) ,1 ∅=vf  ( ) Avf =2  and ( ) Xvf =3  for some ;XA ⊂  ( ) =3KV  

{ }.,, 321 vvv  Then clearly ( ) ( ).VfEf ⊄  Note that here 413 KKK c =∨  is 

not topoline by Theorem 3.13. 

4. Topoline Set Graceful Graphs 

In this section, we define topoline set graceful graphs - graphs with set-
indexing number and topoline number are equal. Clearly, all set-graceful 
graphs are topoline set graceful but the converse is not true. Further we note 
that topologically set graceful and topoline set graceful are two independent 
notions. However, a star is topologically set graceful if and only if it is 
topoline set graceful. 

Definition 4.1. A graph G is said to be topoline set graceful if it is 
topoline and ( ) ( ).GG eτ=γ  

By Theorem 3.8, we have all set-graceful graphs are topoline set 
graceful. But the converse is not true as already seen in Remark 3.9. 

Theorem 4.2. ( ) 12 2 KnK −∪  is topoline set graceful. 
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Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.4, 3.2 and 3.17. ~ 

Remark 4.3. The notions of t-set graceful graphs and topoline set 
graceful graphs are not related to each other. For the complete graph ,6K  we 

have ( ) ( )66 4 KK eτ==γ  and hence it is topoline set graceful. But 6K  is 

not t-set graceful by Theorem 2.18. Now the complete graph 4K  is t-set 

graceful, but by Theorem 3.13 4K  is not even topoline. But 3K  is both t-set 

graceful and topoline set graceful. 

Theorem 4.4. A star is t-set graceful if and only if it is topoline set 
graceful. ~ 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.21. 

Remark 4.5. In 1986, Acharya [1] conjectured that the cycle ;12 −nC  

2≥n  is set-graceful: and in 1989, Mollard and Payan [15] settled this in the 
affirmative. The idea of their proof is the following: 

Consider the field ( )nGF 2  constructed by a binary primitive polynomial 

say ( )xp  of degree n. Let α be a root of ( )xp  in ( ).2nGF  Then ( ) =nGF 2  

{ }....,,,,1,0 222 −ααα
n

 Now by assigning 1−αi  mod ( ),αp  ,121 −≤≤ ni  

to the vertices iv  of the cycle ( ),,...,, 112112 vvvC nn −−
=  we get a set-

graceful labeling of 12 −nC  with indexing set { }....,,,,1 12 −ααα= nX  Note 

that here jα  mod ( ) ;1
1

1
1

0
0

−
− α++α+α=α n

naaap  0=ia  or 1 for 

10 −≤≤ ni  with 10 =α  and we identify it as { }10;1 −≤≤=α niaa i
i

i  

which is a subset of X. 

Theorem 4.6. Paths 12 +nP  and 
22 +nP  are topoline set graceful. 

Proof. The cycle ( )112112 ,...,, vvvC nn −−
=  has a set-graceful labeling     

f as described in Remark 4.5. Consider the path ( ).,\ 2112 vvC n −
 Take two 
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new vertices 1u  and 2u  and form the path { ( )}∪211212 ,\ vvCP nn −+
=  

( ) ( ){ }.,,, 2111 uuuv  We can define a topoline set indexer g on 12 +nP  with 

topoline indexing set { }yXY ∪=  as follows: ( ) ( );ii vfvg =  ≤≤ i1  

( ) { }1\,12 1 Yugn =−  and ( ) { }.\2 α= Yug  Now by Theorems 2.4 and 3.2, 

we have ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) 11log1 1212122 +≤τ≤γ≤+=+
+++

nPPPEn nnn e⎤⎡  and 

hence 12 +nP  is topoline set graceful. 

Take a new vertex 3u  and form the path ( )., 321222 uuPP nn ∪
++

=  We 

can define a topoline set indexer h on 22 +nP  with topoline indexing set Y as 

follows: ( ) ( )uguh =  for all ( )
12 +

∈ nPVu  and ( ) .3 ∅=uh  Now by 

Theorems 2.4 and 3.2, we have ( ( ) ) ( ) ≤γ≤+=+
++ 22222 1log1 nn PPEn ⎤⎡  

( ) 122 +≤τ
+

nP ne  and hence 22 +nP  is topoline set graceful. ~ 

Lemma 4.7. ( ) .2;032,1 ≥=++ nnT n  

Theorem 4.8. The path 2;32 ≥
+

nP n  is not topoline set graceful. 

Proof. By Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 3.25, we have ( ) .232 +≥τ
+

nP ne  

Now the result follows from Theorem 2.7. ~ 

Theorem 4.9. 32 +nC  is topoline set graceful. 

Proof. The cycle ( )112112 ,...,, vvvC nn −−
=  has a set-graceful labeling f 

as described in Remark 4.5. Consider the path ( ).,\ 2112 vvC n −
 Take four new 

vertices 321 ,, uuu  and 4u  and form the cycle { ( )}∪211232 ,\ vvCC nn −+
=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }.,,,,,,,,, 2443322111 vuuuuuuuuv  We can define a topoline set 

indexer g on 32 +nC  with topoline indexing set { }yXY ∪=  as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) { } ( ) { } ( ) ∅=α==−≤≤= 321 ,\,1\,121; ugYugYugivfvg n
ii  and 

( ) { }.,1\4 α= Yug  Now by Theorems 2.4 and 3.2, we have =+ 1n  
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( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) 11log 3232322 +≤τ≤γ≤+
+++

nCCCE nnn e⎤⎡  and hence 32 +nC  is 

topoline set graceful. ~ 

Theorem 4.10. 2,2mK  is topoline set graceful. 

Proof. Let { } ( ) ( ) mvdudwwvuV m 2;...,,,, 21 ===  and ( ) ,2=iwd  

.21 mi ≤≤  Define a topoline set indexer f of 2,2mK  with topoline indexing 

set { }21 ...,, += mxxX  as follows: Assign the distinct m2  subsets of 

{ }21,\ ++ mm xxX  to the vertices mww 21 ...,,  in any order and finally assign 

{ }1+mx  and { }21, ++ mm xx  to the vertices u and v, respectively. By Theorems 

3.2 and 2.4, we have ( ) ( ) ( )2,2
1

22 212log1log mKmE m γ≤+=+=+ + ⎤⎡⎤⎡  

( ) .22,2 +≤τ≤ mK me  ~ 

Theorem 4.11. A graph G of size nnn mm 222;1 21 <<+− −−  and 

( ) ( )3≥=γ nG  is not topoline set graceful. 

Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.22. ~ 

Remark 4.12. From the above theorem it follows easily that the class of 

graphs given by ( ) 32;,,, 211122,112 −=+
−−

nmmmmSTKP nn  are not 

topoline set graceful. 

Theorem 4.13. 12,12,1 −− mnK  is topoline set graceful. 

Proof. Let ( ) { } ( ) ==
−−−−

udwwvvuKV mnmn ;...,,,...,,, 12112112,12,1  

( ) 121;2,222 −≤≤=−+ nm
i

mn ivd  and ( ) .121;2 −≤≤= mn
j jwd  

Consider the sets { }nxxX ...,,1=  and { }....,,1 myyY =  Now we can define 

a topoline set indexer f of 12,12,1 −− mnK  with topoline indexing set YX ∪  as 

follows: Assign ∅ to u, the distinct nonempty sets of X to ;iv  121 −≤≤ ni  
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and the distinct nonempty subsets of Y to the vertices ;jw  .121 −≤≤ mj  

Clearly, by Theorems 3.2 and 2.4, we have 

( ) ( )⎤⎡⎤⎡ 112221212log1log 22 ++−−+−+−=+ + mnmnmnE  

( ) ( )12,12,12 2log
−−

+ γ≤+== mnKnmnm ⎤⎡  

( ) .12,12,1 mnK mne +≤τ≤
−−

 ~ 

Theorem 4.14. 12,2,1 −mnK  is topoline set graceful. 

Proof. Let ( ) { };...,,,...,,, 1212112,2,1 −−
= mnmn wwvvuKV  ( ) += nud 2  

,12 −m  ( ) ;2m
ivd =  ni 21 ≤≤  and ( ) ;12 += n

jwd  .121 −≤≤ mj  

Consider the sets { }11 ...,, += nxxX  and { }....,,1 myyY =  Now we can 

define a topoline set indexer f of 12,2,1 −mnK  with topoline indexing set 

YX ∪  as follows: Assign ∅ to u, the distinct nonempty sets of { }1\ +nxX  to 

,1211; −≤≤ n
iv  the distinct nonempty subsets of Y to the vertices ;jw  

121 −≤≤ mj  and finally assign X to .2nv  Clearly, by Theorems 3.2 and 

2.4, we have 

( ) ( )⎤⎡⎤⎡ 122122log1log 22 +−+−+=+ + nmnmnE  

( )
12,2,1

1
−

γ≤++= mnKnm  

( ) .1
12,2,1

++≤τ≤
−

mnK mne  ~ 

Since all set-graceful graphs are topoline set graceful, by Theorem 2.27, 
we get the following. 

Theorem 4.15. Any graph G can be embedded as an induced subgraph 
of a connected topoline set graceful graph. 
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Theorem 4.16. All t-set graceful stars are topogenic. 

Proof. Let nK ,1  be a t-set graceful star with t-indexing set X. Then by 

Theorem 2.28, ( ) ( ) ( ) .1log2,1,1 XnKK nn =+=τ=γ ⎤⎡  Let f be the 

corresponding t-set indexer and let ( ) ,ii Avf =  ;0 ni ≤≤  ( ) =nKV ,1  

{ }nvvv ...,,, 10  with ( ) .0 nvd =  Assigning ∅ to 0v  and the other distinct 

nonempty elements of { }iA  to the other vertices of nK ,1  in any order, we get 

another t-set indexer g on nK ,1  such that ( ) ( ) ( ) .∅== ∪EgVfVg  

Consequently nK ,1  is topogenic. ~ 

Corollary 4.17. All topoline set graceful stars are topogenic. 

Proof. Follows from Theorems 4.16 and 3.21. ~ 

Remark 4.18. Not all topogenic stars are t-set graceful. For example, 
consider the star ,6,1K  it is topogenic but it is not t-set graceful. 
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